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[s7] ABSTRAC:T

An internal combustion (IC) engine with at least one
pair ofaligned and opposed cylinders has a reciprocat-
ing double-headed piston in each cylinder pair. The axis
ofthe double-headed piston is perpendicular to a drive-
shaft. The reciprocating motion of the double-headed
piston is transmitted to the driveshaft by a rotating
crankdisk. The crankdisk is rigidly mounted to the
driveshaft, which is rotably mounted to a crankcase.
The resulting IC engine has a low engine profile, as well
as simpler engine construction with fewer moving parts
and fewer bearing surfaces compared to conventional
IC engines and yoke-type engines.

2 Claims, 3 Drawing Sheets
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INTERNAL COMBUSTION (IC) ENGINE

FIELD OF THE IIWENTION
This invention relates to an internal combustion (IC) 5

engine, and more particulady to a reciprocating IC
engine with opposed aligned cylinders. The invention
can be implemented using spark-ignited (SI) and com-
pression ignited (CI), two and four stroke, engine con- l0
cepts known and disclosed in the prior art.

BACKGROUND OF THE I}WENTION
In the conventional reciprocating IC engines, (in-line,

V, opposed) the main moving components include: the 15
pistons, the connecting rods, and the crankshaft. In
yoke-type engines, according to prior art (e.g. U.S. Pat.
Nos. 3,517,652, 4,073,04'8, 4,485,768), opposed pistons
are rigidly connected to each other and various types of
slider mechanisms are used to transmit the reciprocating 26
motion of the pistons to a rotating motion of a crank-
shaft. Other opposed piston engines use various types of
camshafts, gear mechanisms, rollers and guides with
various piston r*urn means in place of the conventional
connecting-rods and crankshaft. (e.g. U.S. Pat. No. 25

4,510,894, 4,408,578, 4,&l,6ll, 4,692,569). Still other
types of engines have pistons parallel to a driveshaft
(e.g. U.S. Pat. No. 4,453,5U). Al1 these prior art op-
posed piston engines have mostly become more compli-
cated, with more moving parts, than conventional in- 30

line, V- and opposed engines, and therefore, have
mostly not received acceptance amotrg engines manu-
facturers.

Other prior art patents that have come to my atten-
tion include U.S. Pat. Nos. 3,383,603 and 3,328;655. 35

SUMMARY OF THE II.IVENTTON

A main object of the present invention is to provide a
reciprocating IC engine with opposed aligned cylin- ,^
ders, in which the number of main moving parts and w
bearing surfaces is minimized.

The invention comprises the features hereinafter de-
scribed and particularly pointed out in the claims. The
following description and the attached drawings set ,.
forth in detail certain illustrative, however indicative, '-
embodiments of the invention, of but a few ways in
which the principles of the invention may be employed.

The main object of tbis invention haq !ss1 accom-
plished by an IC englne comprising of at least one pair 

SO
ofaligned and opposed cylinders wherein a reciprocat-
ing double-headed piston is slidably mounted, and in
which the cylinder pair and double-headed piston axis
intersect perpendicularly with the axis of a driveshaft.
The reciprocating motion of the double-headed piston 55
is transmitted to the driveshaft by a rotating crankdisk.
The crankdisk is rigidly mounted to the driveshaft,
which is rotably mounted to a crankcase.

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
60

The main objec! features and advantages of this in-
vention will become apparent from a consideration of
the following description, the appended claims and the
accompanying drawings in which:

FIG. 1 is a section view of the IC enCrrne, in which a 65
double-headed phton I reciprocates, perpendicularly to
a driveshaft 2, in aligned and horizontally opposed cyl-
inders.

FlG. 2A-2E, illustrate one complete rotation of the
driveshaft 2 and crank disk 3, including one complete
reciprocating movement cycle of the piston 1.

FIG. 3A shows a plan view of a possible arrangement
of a two-piston version of the IC engine of FIG. 1.

FIG. 3B shows a cross section of the engine of FIG.
3A as seen along lines A-A.

FIG. 3C shows a section of the engine as seen along
lines B-B of FIG. 3,4..

DETAILED DESCRIPTION
In FIG. 1 tle double-headed piston 1 reciprocates,

perpendicularly to the driveshaft 2, in the aligned and
horizontally opposed cylinders. The driveshaft 2 is rota-
bly mounted to the crankcase. The center axis 5 of tile
driveshaft is the center ofrotation ofthe driveshaft. The
crankdisk 3 is rigidly and off-centered attached to the
driveshaft 2. T\e crankdisk 3 is located at the piston
axis. The outer perimeter surface of the crankdisk 3 acts
as a bearing and slides against a bearing surface wall 4 of
a slot 4A provided axially through the piston 1. The
crankdisk 3 has a diameter that fits tightly but slidably in
the slot provided through the piston 1. The piston slot
length is equal to the crankdisk 3 diameter plus an ac-
ceptable tolerance for bearings known from the prior
art. Note that for clarity, significant engine parts are
shown only.

In FIG. 2A-2E, the piston 1, driveshaft 2, crankdisk
3 and piston/crankdisk bearing surface 4 are shown.
Otler engine parts are glimirrzfsd for clarity. The FIG.
2A-2E show one complete rotation of the driveshaft
2/crark disk 3, including one complete reciprocating
movement cycle of the piston 1. When the piston t has
reached an extreme position, FIG. 2.8 and 2.D, one end
of the piston has compressed the air-fuel mixture which
ignites either by compression or spark. The expanding
gases push the piston to the opposite direction, FIG.
2.A,2.C,2.E. As the piston moves it pushes the off-cen-
tered and rigdly to the driveshaft attached disk which
rotates the driveshaft. The process then repeats itself:
the piston 1 moves and pushes the disk 3; the disk 3
slides against the piston slot bearing wall 4; the disk
movement causes the driveshaft 2 which is rotably
mounted to the crankcase, to turn.

FIG. 3.{ and 3B show a top-view and two cross
sections of a possible arrangement of a two-piston ver-
sion of the proposed IC engine. The figure shows the
piston 1, the driveshaft 2, the crankdisk 3 and the pis-
ton/crankdisk bearing surface 4. The crankdisk off-set
is 180" for dynamic balaace. For exaople: a bore @) of
84 mm, a stroke (S) of 80 mm, crankdisk diameter (D) of
120 mm, driveshaft diameter (d) of 30 mm, and a crank-
disk off-set of 4O -m results in a two double-headed
piston variation of the proposed type IC engine to
0.,1433 liter per cylinder or 1.773 liter engine displaced
volume. It has to be noted that preferably S=B for the
crankdisVpiston contact point to remain within the
piston bearing surface. If S>B is needed then the piston
bearing surface has to be extended beyond the piston
mantel perimeter.

The Double-headed Piston

The double-headed piston is a closed-end cylinder
with conventional type piston hems on both ends. The
piston heads are designed as conventional piston heads
known and disclosed in the prior art.

The piston is not connected to a connecting rod, and
there is neither need for a connsgling rod nor a connect-
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ing rod pin. Instead, there are one-or two loagitudinal
holes or slots perpendicular to each other through the
axis and perpendicular to the axis of the cylindrical
piston.

The driveshaft passes perpendicularly through the
pistotr center axis via one, say first slot 4B, ofthe longi-
tudinal holes or slots. If there is another, say second,
hole or slot, like slot 4A shown in the FIG. 1, then the
crankdisk or cranking part, attached to the driveshaft
and perpendicular to it, uses this second hole or slot to
allow the off-centered rotating movement of the crank-
disk.

The length of the first slot or opening through the
piston for the driveshaft has to be sufficient to allow for
a free driveshaft rotation while the piston reciprocates
and the off-centered crankdisk attached rigidly to the
driveshaft rotates. The driveshaft does not need to have
a direct contact with the piston. @xample: Length of
slot=Crankdisk diameter, Width of slot>Driveshaft
diameter) FIG. I shows a slot for the driveshaft, which
is entirely open on one side (i.e. below) the driveshaft.
In FIG. 1 the piston heads are rigrdly connected above
the driveshaft only, for example, to simplify the assem-
bly process.

The length ofthe second slot 4B or opening through zs
tile piston for the crankdisk is the disk diameter and an
acceptable tolerance known and disclosed in tle prior
art. The width of the slot depends on the thickness of
the crankdisk or cranking part. The slot may also be
entirely open on one side for example 16 simplify assem- 30

bly. The entire crankdisk may be enclosed inside the
piston depending on the piston dimensions.

The piston is slidably connected to the crankdisk,
which is rigrdly attached to the driveshaft. The crank-
disk slides against the inside end bearing surface walls of 35

the piston slot. Clearly, the piston is not a free-piston.
The reciprocating motion of the piston may be hori-

zontal or vertical or in any angle to the horizontal plane.
A different angle for the reciprocating motion does not
present a different invention or concept. Further, iffor 4O

any reason a piston is manufactured from multiple com-
ponents or parts and when assembled forms a double-
headed rigid piston, then that does not present a differ-
ent invention or concept.

The Crankdisk or Cranking Part 45

The crankdisk is a circular flat disk as shown e.g. in
the FIG. I anrd 2. J[s lgashing of this invention is that
the form of a cranking part may be such that, when the
crankjng part rotates the dist^nce of a straight line, 50

throug! the center ofrotation ofthe driveshaft between
the outer perimeter points touchiag or closest to the
piston bearings, remains constant when considering an
acceptable tolerance. Obviously, there are many such
cranking part outer perimeter desiga shapes that satisfy 55

tbis requirement. Other cranking part desigas and
shapes that accomplish the same task are not considered
a different invention or concept. The crankdisk or
cranking part may also be designed to frt in a space
entirely enclosed by the outside surface of the double- 6o
headed piston as mentioned in the previous section.

The Driveshaft

The driveshaft 2 is a round, straight rod with crank-
case bearing surfaces and rigidly attached off-centered 65

crankdisks 3, or with respect to their center of rotation,
symmetrically centered cranking parts. A crankdisk, or
cranking part, is used to transmit the motion from the

reciprocating piston to the rotating driveshaft, and,/or is
used for static and,/or dynamis balance.

Iffor any reason a driveshaft including the crankdisks
or cranking parts is manufactured as one part or comPo-

5 nent, or from multiple parts or components and when
assembled forms a driveshaft with at least one crankdisk
or cranking part as described above, then that does not
present a different invention or concept.

The resulting IC engine has a low profile, and a sim-
10 pler construction with fewer moving parts aod fewer

bearing surfaces compared to conventional IC engines.
No connecting rods between the piston and a crankshaft
are needed. The following table summarizes, as an ex-
emple, a simplified, but illustrative, comparison of the

15 number of parts of a conventional ,tcylinder IC engine
(in-line, V or opposed) vs. a 2-piston (4-cylinder) pro-
posed IC engine: (numberand type ofparts and accesso-
ries not listed are assumed to be equal).

Conventional,l-Cylinder vs. a 2-Piston
Venion of the Promsd Eneiae

Nrnts of Parts

Cnnventional Proposed

piston
piston rod
piston pin
rod bolt
cranlshaft
driveshaft
crankdisk
bearing

total

It is appreciated from the FIGS. l, 2A-2E and
3A-3B and the above detailed description s'nmmarily
that the novel IC engine has the double-headed piston 1,

the driveshaft 2 and the crankdisk 3. These parts replace
the conventional piston, the connecting rod and pin, as

well as the crankshaft, and form an improved cotrcept
for a reciprocating IC engine, which is significantly
different from the prior art.

I claim:
1. An internal combustion engine, comprising:
a driveshaft and means mounting the driveshaft for

rotation about an axis:
at least one pair ofaligned and opposed cylinders;
at least one double-headed piston reciprocating in

said pair of cylinders;
a crankdisk rigidly attached to a driveshaft and slid-

ably connected to said piston;
said at least one double-headed piston having a cylin-

drical body with a piston head at each end;
the piston body having a first slot, a second slot per-

pendicular to the fust slot, each ofsaid slots being
perpendicular to the axis ofthe driveshaft and the
crankdisk, the first slot being perpendicular to the
piston axis and allowing the rotating movement of
the driveshaft, and the second slot allowing the
rotating movement of the crankdisk;

the second slot having bearing surfaces for slidably
engaging the crankdisk; and

the crankdisk having an outer annular surface formed
about a center that is laterally offset from the cen-
ter ofrotation ofthe driveshaft, the annular surface
slidably engagtrng the bearing surfaces of the sec-
ond slot;

at least one rigid connection between the piston heads
of said at least one double-headed piston;

4
4
4
8

I
ila
n/a
t3

t34

t
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
I
2
7
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whereby the crankdisk transnits"the'reciprocating 1, in which the crankdisk h a circular disk attached

motion of the double-headed piston to the drive- off-centered and rigidly to the driveshaft, the crankdisk
shaft and Causes the driveshaft to rotate about its having an outer perimeter surface slidably engaging the
axis. bearing surfaces of the second slot.

2. An internal combustion engine as defiaed in claim 5 * * dt * *
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